HER2 promoter controlled specific expression of the reporter gene in ovarian cancer cell line.
Construct a retrovirus vector that expresses the downstream gene specifically in ovarian cancer cells so as to increase the specificity of gene therapy. HER2 promoter obtained by PCR was cloned into P(LXSN); mutant GFP cDNA was inserted just downstream of this promoter. Transfect SK-OV3 and MCF-7 cell lines with the new vector, P(LHGSN). Three days after transfection with P(LHGSN), green fluorescence was observed in SK-OV3 cells while not in MCF-7 cells. HER2 promoter can control tumor specific expression of the reporter gene in ovarian cancer cell lines. With proper modification, the vector is expected to be useful in tumor specific gene therapy of ovarian cancers.